traffic at sea, december 6, 1939
any failure upon our part to act up to the level of circumstances
would immediately be attended by grave dangers. It is, however,
my sure belief that we are getting the better of this menace to our
life. We are buffeted by the waves, but the ocean tides flow steady
and strong in our favour.
In the course of this war the U-boats have tended to turn from
using the gun to using the torpedo, and from summoning ships
on the surface to sinking them at sight without warning or provision
for the crews. This carries them into a form of warfare at once
more ruthless and at the same time far less effective. The under-
water attack by torpedo can only be delivered at a quarter of the
speed that it is possible for a U-boat to move on the surface, and
the chances of their intercepting ships or convoys are, therefore,
greatly reduced. In addition to our armed merchant cruisers we
have armed already more than a thousand merchant ships for
self-defensive purposes, and this process is continuing with all
possible speed. It will not be long before we shall have two
thousand vessels so armed. These merchant ships, in accordance
with the oldest rights of the sea, fire back when they are attacked.
The merchant captains and seamen show a resolute disposition to
defend themselves, and many duels are fought in which tie U-boat,
fearing to be damaged, and thus to be unable to dive, gives up the
attack and is beaten off. The efficacy of the Asdic method of
detection is increasingly proved, and as our margin in hunting
craft increases, as it has done and will do rapidly, the ordeal to
which the U-boat is subjected will become ever more severe.
The convoy system is now in full operation. Very few ships
have been attacked in convoy ; less than one in 750 has been sunk.
Nevertheless we must remember that convoy involves a certain
definite loss of carrying power, since the ships have to wait during
the assembly of the convoy, and the convoy must travel at the
speed of the slowest ship. This loss is being steadily reduced by
the institution of slow and fast convoys, and by other appropriate
measures; but a certain delay must always remain, a certain
diminution, that is to say, in the actual fertility of our convoys.
In consequence of our defence and the defence of our merchant
ships, the U-boats have found it easier to attack neutral shipping
than to attack the vessels of Britain and France, They prefer
increasingly to attack the ships of countries with whom they are
at peace, rather than those of the countries with whom they are
at war. The figures are remarkable. The losses of British merchant
ships in October were half what they were in September, and in
November they were only two-thirds of what they were in October.
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